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Legislators and Interpreters
2013-05-28

the book discusses the role of intellectuals in the modern
world bauman connects this with current analyses of
modernity and post modernity the theme of the book is that
the tasks of intellectuals change from being legislators to
interpreters with the transition from modernity to post
modernity the book discusses the role of intellectuals in the
modern world bauman connects this with current analyses of
modernity and post modernity the theme of the book is that
the tasks of intellectuals change from being legislators to
interpreters with the transition from modernity to post
modernity

Interpreting Islam, Modernity, and
Women’s Rights in Pakistan
2014-10-02

in pakistan myriad constituencies are grappling with
reinterpreting women s rights this book analyzes the
government of pakistan s construction of an understanding
of what constitutes women s rights moves on to address
traditional views and contemporary popular opinion on
women s rights and then focuses on three very different
groups perceptions of women s rights progressive women s
organizations as represented by the aurat foundation and
shirkat gah orthodox islamist views as represented by the
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jama at i islami the mma government in khyber
pakhtunkhwa 2002 08 and al huda and the swat taliban
author anita m weiss analyzes the resultant culture wars that
are visibly ripping the country apart as groups talk past one
another each confidant that they are the proprietors of
culture and interpreters of religion while others are
misrepresenting it

Indian Modernity
2023-12-01

indian modernity first published in 1998 acquires a new
meaning today while it critiques a techno militaristic model
of modernization it visualizes alternative possibilities to give
a distinctively new definition to our modernity it engages the
reader in dreaming of a new path to modernity beyond its
present contradictions and paradoxes with its lyrical style
philosophic insights sensitivity to deep religiosity life
affirming femininity and most of all sociological imagination
this book continues to hold relevance for social science
students and researchers teachers and visionaries despite
the passage of time this title is co published with aakar
books print editions not for sale in south asia india sri lanka
nepal bangladesh pakistan and bhutan

Culture, Modernity and Revolution
2002-09-11

in culture modernity and revolution a group of distinguished
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sociologists and social philosophers reflect upon the major
concerns of zygmunt bauman their essays not only honour
the man but provide important contributions to the three
interlinked themes that could be said to form the guiding
threads of bauman s life work power culture and modernity
culture modernity and revolution is both a remarkable
sociological commentary on the problems facing east central
europe and an exposition of some of the key hitherto
neglected features of the modern cultural universe

Translators, Interpreters, and
Cultural Negotiators
2014-11-20

how do translators manage relations with parties in a
position of authority and power the book investigates the
intellectual social and professional identity of translators and
interpreters across different time periods and locations when
their role involves a negotiation with political powers and
cultural authorities

Socialism and Modernity
2009

this first collection of peter beilharz s highly influential
thought traces the themes and problems manifestations and
trajectories of socialism and modernity as they connect and
shift over a twenty year period woven throughout beilharz s
analysis is the urgent question of modern utopia how do we
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imagine freedom and equality in modernity the essays in this
volume explore the relationship between socialism and
modernity across the united states europe and australia from
the mid 1980s to the turn of the twenty first century a time
that witnessed the global triumph of capitalism and the
dramatic turn away from marxism and socialism to
modernity as the dominant perspective according to beilharz
we have seen the expansion of a kind of weberian marxism
with the concept of revolution giving way to the idea of
pluralized forms of power and the idea of rupture giving way
to the postmodern sense of difference these changes come
together with the discourse of modernism both aesthetic and
technological socialism and modernity beilharz argues are
fundamentally interrelated in correcting the conflation of
marxism bolshevism and socialism that occludes
contemporary political thinking he reopens a space for
discussion of what socialist politics might look like now in the
postcommunist postcolonial postmodern moment

Translating Cultures
2014-06-03

as the 21st century gets into stride so does the call for a
discipline combining culture and translation this second
edition of translating cultures retains its original aim of
putting some rigour and coherence into these fashionable
words and lays the foundation for such a discipline this
edition has not only been thoroughly revised but it has also
been expanded in particular a new chapter has been added
which focuses specifically on training translators for
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translational and intercultural competencies the core of the
book provides a model for teaching culture to translators
interpreters and other mediators it introduces the reader to
current understanding about culture and aims to raise
awareness of the fundamental role of culture in constructing
perceiving and translating reality culture is perceived
throughout as a system for orienting experience and a basic
presupposition is that the organization of experience is not
reality but rather a simplified model and a distortion which
varies from culture to culture each culture acts as a frame
within which external signs or reality are interpreted the
approach is interdisciplinary taking ideas from contemporary
translation theory anthropology bateson s logical typing and
metamessage theories bandler and grinder s nlp meta model
theory and hallidayan functional grammar authentic texts
and translations are offered to illustrate the various
strategies that a cultural mediator can adopt in order to
make the different cultural frames he or she is mediating
between more explicit

Legislators and Interpreters
2013-08-27

the book discusses the role of intellectuals in the modern
world bauman connects this with current analyses of
modernity andpost modernity the theme of the book is that
the tasks ofintellectuals change from being legislators to
interpreters with the transition from modernity to post
modernity the book discusses the role of intellectuals in the
modern world bauman connects this with current analyses of
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modernity andpost modernity the theme of the book is that
the tasks ofintellectuals change from being legislators to
interpreters with the transition from modernity to post
modernity

Handbook of Cultural Sociology
2010-09-13

the handbook of cultural sociology provides a comprehensive
overview of contemporary scholarship in sociology and
related disciplines focused on the complex relations of
culture to social structures and everyday life with sixty five
essays written by scholars from around the world the book
draws diverse approaches to cultural sociology into a
dialogue that charts new pathways for research on culture in
a global era contributing scholars address vital concerns that
relate to classic questions as well as emergent issues in the
study of culture topics include cultural and social theory
politics and the state social stratification community
aesthetics lifestyle and identity in addition the authors
explore developments central to the constitution and
reproduction of culture such as power technology and the
organization of work this book is essential reading for
undergraduate and postgraduate students interested in
diverse subfields within sociology as well as cultural studies
media and communication and postcolonial theory
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Spirituality and Society
1988-01-01

this book takes a genuinely new spiritual stance reflecting
the emergence of a post modern science and differing from
the relativistic nihilism that calls itself postmodern but is
really modernism extended to its limit based on a direct
experience of reality as divine this postmodern spirituality
transcends modernity s individualism and patriarchy its
forced choices between dualism and materialism
anthropocentrism and relativism supernaturalism and
atheism intolerance and nihilism bringing moral and ethical
values back into rational discourse this book provides a
critique of various aspects of modern society political
economic social agricultural and technological aspects this
criticism informed by the postmodern worldview points
toward a more satisfying form of personal existence and a
sustainable form of global order

Zygmunt Bauman
2000-01-28

this measured and thoughtful book provides a
comprehensive critical commentary on bauman s social
theory it explores the roots of his ideas in questions of
capital and labour and explains how these ideas flourished in
bauman s later writings on culture intellectuals utopia the
holocaust modernity and postmodernism bauman s work has
been wide ranging and ambitious this book fulfils the
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objective of providing an authoritative critical guide to this
essential thinker

Mind, Modernity, Madness
2013-04-08

it s the american dream unfettered freedom to follow our
ambitions to forge our identities to become self made but
what if our culture of limitless self fulfillment is actually
making millions desperately ill one of our leading interpreters
of modernity and nationalism liah greenfeld argues that we
have overlooked the connection between egalitarian society
and mental illness intellectually fearless encompassing
philosophy psychology and history mind modernity madness
challenges the most cherished assumptions about the
blessings of living in a land of the free modern nationalism
says greenfeld rests on bedrock principles of popular
sovereignty equality and secularism citizens of the twenty
first century enjoy unprecedented freedom to become the
authors of their personal destinies empowering as this is it
also places them under enormous psychic strain they must
constantly appraise their identities manage their desires and
calibrate their place within society for vulnerable individuals
this pressure is too much training her analytic eye on
extensive case histories in manic depression and
schizophrenia greenfeld contends that these illnesses are
dysfunctions of selfhood caused by society s overburdening
demands for self realization in her rigorous diagnosis
madness is a culturally constituted malady the culminating
volume of greenfeld s nationalism trilogy mind modernity
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madness is a tour de force in the classic tradition of Émile
durkheim and a bold foray into uncharted territory often
counter intuitive always illuminating mind modernity
madness presents a many sided view of humanity one that
enriches our deepest understanding of who we are and what
we aspire to be

A History of Pastoral Care
2000-05-01

a history of pastoral care is a history of the christian church
in action but if any sense is to be made of the centuries of
christian work and effort not only the practicalities of making
the message of the gospel a reality on earth but also the
ideas which have shaped the attempt century by century
must be examined this is the history of 2000 years of
thought and practice in christian pastoral ministry until
comparatively late in that story the bulk of the formative
thinking took place in the middle east and in europe and this
forms the background for recent developments in
understanding human nature and the ways in which that
understanding has influenced our thinking in pastoral care
subjects covered range from the biblical foundations to the
sects and new religious movements from the fathers the
monks the friars the templars to the changes at the end of
the twentieth century
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The Sociology of Zygmunt Bauman
2016-03-03

zygmunt bauman is one of the most inspirational and
controversial thinkers on the scene of contemporary
sociology for several decades he has provided compelling
analyses and diagnoses of a vast variety of aspects of
modern and liquid modern living this book considers the
theoretical significance of his contribution to sociology but
also discusses and adopts a critical stance towards his work
the sociology of zygmunt bauman introduces and critically
appraises some of the most significant as well as some of the
lesser known of bauman s contributions to contemporary
sociology an international team of scholars delineates and
discusses how bauman s treatment of these themes
challenges conventional wisdom in sociology thereby
revising and revitalizing sociological theory as a special
feature the book concludes with bauman s intriguing
reflections and contemplations on his own life and
intellectual trajectory published here for the first time in
english in this postscript aptly entitled pro domo sua about
myself he describes the pushes and pulls that throughout the
years have shaped his thinking

The Oxford Handbook of
Organizational Paradox
2017-09-07
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the notion of paradox dates back to ancient philosophy yet
only recently have scholars started to explore this idea in
organizational phenomena two decades ago a handful of
provocative theorists urged researchers to take seriously the
study of paradox and thereby deepen our understanding of
plurality tensions and contradictions in organizational life
studies of organizational paradox have grown exponentially
over the past two decades canvassing varied phenomena
methods and levels of analysis these studies have explored
such tensions as today and tomorrow global integration and
local distinctions collaboration and competition self and
others mission and markets yet even with both the depth
and breadth of interest in organizational paradoxes key
issues around definitions and application remain this
handbook seeks to aid engage and fuel the expanding
interest in organizational paradox contributions to this
volume depict how paradox studies inform and are informed
by other theoretical perspectives while creating a resource
that enables scholars to learn about and apply this lens
across varied organizational phenomena the increasing
complexity volatility and ambiguity in our world continually
surfaces paradoxical dynamics thus this handbook offers
insights to scholars across organizational theory

Lucretius and Modernity
2016-04-08

lucretius s long shadow falls across the disciplines of literary
history and criticism philosophy religious studies classics
political philosophy and the history of science the best recent
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example is stephen greenblatt s popular account of the
roman poet s de rerum natura on the nature of things
rediscovery by poggio bracciolini and of its reception in early
modernity winner of both a pulitzer prize and national book
award despite the poem s newfound influence and visibility
very little cross disciplinary conversation has taken place this
edited collection brings together essays by distinguished
scholars to examine the relationship between lucretius and
modernity key questions weave this book s ideas and
arguments together what is the relation between literary
form and philosophical argument how does the text of de
rerum natura allow itself to be used at different historical
moments and to different ends what counts as reason for
lucretius together these essays present a nuanced skeptical
passionate historically sensitive and complicated account of
what is at stake when we claim lucretius for modernity

Islam, Modernity and a New
Millennium
2018-02-02

as the world becomes increasingly globalised islam faces
some important choices does it seek to modernise in line
with the cultures in which it is practised or does it retain its
traditions even if they are at odds with the surrounding
society this book utilizes a critical rationalist viewpoint to
illuminate many of the hotly contended issues in modern
islam and to offer a fresh analysis a variety of issues within
islam are discussed in this book including muslims and
modernity islam christianity and judaism approaches to the
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understanding of the quran muslim identity and civil society
doctrinal certainty and violent radicalism in each case the
author makes use of karl popper s theory of critical
rationalism to uncover new aspects of these issues and to
challenge post modern relativist literalist and justificationist
readings of islam this is a unique perspective on
contemporary islam and as such will be of significant interest
to scholars of religious studies islamic studies and the
philosophy of religion

Revisiting Modernity and the
Holocaust
2022-04-18

zygmunt bauman s modernity and the holocaust is a decisive
text of intellectual reflection after auschwitz in which
bauman rejected the idea that the holocaust represented the
polar opposite of modernity and saw it instead as its dark
potentiality bringing together leading scholars from across
disciplines this volume offers the first set of focused and
critical commentaries on this classic work of social theory
evaluating its ongoing contribution to scholarship in the
social sciences and humanities addressing the core
messages of modernity and the holocaust that continue to
sound amidst the convulsions of the present the chapters
situate bauman s volume in the social cultural and academic
context of its genesis and considers its role in the complex
processes of holocaust memorialisation offering extensions
of bauman s thesis to lesser known and undertheorised
events of mass violence and also considering the significance
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of janina bauman s writings in their own right this volume will
appeal to scholars of sociology intellectual history holocaust
and genocide studies moral philosophy memory studies and
cultural theory

Church Law in Modernity
2019-03-28

discusses natural law as a traditional but highly contested
source of canon law

Modernity: After modernity
1999

v 1 modernization v 2 cultural modernity v 3 odern system v
4 after modernity

Religion, Populism, and Modernity
2023-09-15

in this timely book an interdisciplinary group of scholars
investigates the recent resurfacing of white christian
nationalism and racism in populist movements across the
globe religion populism and modernity examines the recent
rise of white christian nationalism in europe and the united
states focusing on how right wing populist leaders and
groups have mobilized racist and xenophobic rhetoric in their
bids for political power as the contributors to this volume
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show this mobilization is deeply rooted in the broader
structures of western modernity and as such requires an
intersectional analysis that considers race gender ethnicity
nationalism and religion together the contributors explore a
number of case studies including white nationalism in the
united states among both evangelicals and catholics anti and
philosemitism in poland the far right party alternative for
germany islamophobia in norway and france and the
entanglement of climate change opposition in right wing
parties throughout europe by extending the scope of these
essays beyond trump and brexit the contributors remind us
that these two events are not exceptions to the rule of the
normal functioning of liberal democracies rather they are in
fact but recent examples of long standing trends in europe
and the united states as the editors to the volume contend
confronting these issues requires that we not only unearth
their historical precedents but also imagine futures that point
to new ways of being beyond them contributors atalia omer
joshua lupo philip gorski jason a springs r scott appleby
richard amesbury geneviève zubrzycki geneviève zubrzycki
yolande jansen jasmijn leeuwenkamp sindre bangstad and
ebrahim moosa

Modernity and the Holocaust
2013-05-28

sociology is concerned with modern society but has never
come to terms with one of the most distinctive and horrific
aspects of modernity the holocaust the book examines what
sociology can teach us about the holocaust but more
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particularly concentrates upon the lessons which the
holocaust has for sociology bauman s work demonstrates
that the holocaust has to be understood as deeply involved
with the nature of modernity there is nothing comparable to
this work available in the sociological literature

Islamic Ethos and the Specter of
Modernity
2015-06-15

drawing on the work of hegel this book proposes a
framework for understanding modernity in the muslim world
and analyzes the discourse of prominent muslim thinkers and
political leaders chapter by chapter the book undertakes a
close textual analysis of the works of mohammad iqbal abul
ala maududi sayyid qutb fatima mernissi mehdi haeri yazdi
mohammad mojtaehd shabestari mohammad khatami
seyyed hussein nasr and mohamad arkoun drawing
conclusions about contemporary islamic thought with
reference to some of the most significant markers of
modernity

Bauman, Elias and Latour on
Modernity and Its Alternatives
2020-03-31

bauman elias and latour on modernity and its alternatives
provides a comparison between the conceptions of
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modernity and its alternatives in the works of bauman elias
and latour their work and research are linked to their distinct
views on modernity and its alternatives for bauman the
rationality effectiveness and impersonality that characterize
present day bureaucratic apparatuses are the distinguishing
features of modernity its post modern or liquid alternative
has none of these traits for elias modernity has two different
and contrasting faces that of civilization and barbarity elias
conceives of civilization as a process connoted by self control
and pacification which prevail as a consequence of the
restraint which honor and morality exert on individuals by
contrast the breakdown of civilization involves barbarity for
latour modernity if defined by a separation between society
and nature or humans and non humans has never existed by
virtue of their intimate association humans and non humans
have formed hybrids whose proliferation is the hallmark of
our age modernity therefore has never prevailed alternatives
to hybrids are in the current age failed hybrids the set of
alternatives is then as follows modernity vs post modernity
bauman civilization vs barbarity elias and successful vs
unsuccessful hybrids latour

日米女性ジャーナル
1995

it is often taken for granted that modernity emerged in
europe and diffused from there across the world this book
questions that assumption and re examines the question of
european modernity in the light of world history bo stråth
and peter wagner re position europe in the global context of
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the 19th and 20th centuries they show that europe is less
modern than has been assumed and modernity less
european and thus decentre europe in a way that makes
room for a wider historical perspective adopting a thematic
structure the authors reconceive the idea of european
modernity in relation to key topics such as democracy
capitalism and market society individual autonomy religion
and politics european modernity is an important addition to
the literature that will be of interest to all students and
scholars of modern european history

European Modernity
2017-07-27

between 1830 and 1870 french army officers serving in the
colonial offices of arab affairs profoundly altered the course
of political decision making in algeria guided by the
modernizing ideologies of the saint simonian school in their
development and implementation of colonial policy the
officers articulated a new doctrine and framework for
governing the muslim and european populations of algeria
apostles of modernity shows the evolution of this civilizing
mission in algeria and illustrates how these 40 years were
decisive in shaping the principal ideological tenets in french
colonization of the region this book offers a rethinking of
19th century french colonial history it reveals not only what
the rise of europe implied for the cultural identities of non
elite middle easterners and north africans but also what
dynamics were involved in the imposition or local adoptions
of european cultural norms and how the colonial encounter
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impacted the cultural identities of the colonizers themselves

Apostles of Modernity
2010-05-10

in this important theoretical and empirical statement john
law argues against the purity of post enlightenment political
and social theory and offers an alternative post modern
sociology arguing in favor of a sociology of verbs he suggests
that power organizations mind body dualisms and macro
micro distinctions may all be understood as the local
performance of recursive modes of social ordering drawing
on a range of theoretical traditions including actor network
theory verstehende sociology and the writing of michel
foucault he explores the production of materials including
agents and architectures and their importance for these
modes of ordering the book which draws on organizational
ethnography to develop its argument is essential reading for
all those interested in social theory materialism or the
sociology of organizations at the end of the era of high
modernity

Organising Modernity
1993-12-08

covering a diversity of themes this collection still reflects
consensus kierkegaard is to be taken seriously as a
philosopher at the turn of the twenty first century
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Kierkegaard in Post/Modernity
1995-10-22

ヴェーバー デュルケーム パーソンズ バーガー ブルデューら巨星の遺した知恵の蓄積を 検討し 活かし 未来に
ひらく14の試み いまの社会学界の中核を担う著者陣による 現在進行形の 理論的探究の現場 への招待

理論社会学の可能性
2006-02

macintyre explores the philosophical political and moral
issues encountered in understanding what the virtues
require in contemporary social contexts

Ethics in the Conflicts of Modernity
2016-11-14

the crisis of modernity incommensurability relativism
language and non western cultural traditions culture and the
ethical culture and the aesthetic culture and the religious
culture and the political cultural identity scientific progress

Culture and Modernity
1991-01-01

this study analyses the major intellectual positions in the
philosophical debate on islamic law that is occurring in
contemporary iran as the characteristic features of
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traditional epistemic considerations have a direct bearing on
the modern development of islamic legal thought the
contemporary positions are initially set against the
established normative repertory of islamic tradition it is
within this broad examination of a living legacy of
interpretation that the context for the concretizations of
traditional as well as modern islamic learning are enclosed

Islamic Law, Epistemology and
Modernity
2004-03-01

religion in late modernity runs against the grain of common
suppositions of contemporary theology and philosophy of
religion against the common supposition that basic religious
terms have no real reference but are mere functions of
human need the book presents a pragmatic theory of
religious symbolism in terms of which the cognitive
engagement of the ultimate is of a piece with the cognitive
engagement of nature and persons throughout this
discussion neville develops a late modern conception of god
that is defensible in a global theological public against the
common supposition that religion is on the retreat in late
modernity except in fundamentalist forms the author argues
that religion in our time is a stimulus to religiously oriented
scholarship a civilizing force among world societies a
foundation for obligation in politics a source for healthy
social experimentation and the most important mover of soul
against the common supposition that religious thinking or
theology is confessional and inevitably biased in favor of the
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thinker s community neville argues for the public character
of theology the need for history and phenomenology of
religion in philosophy of religion and the possibility of
objectivity through the contextualization of philosophy
contrary to the fashionable claims of neo pragmatism this
vigorous analysis and program for religious thinking is
straightforwardly pro late modern and anti postmodern a
rousing gallop along the high road around modernism

Religion in Late Modernity
2012-02-01

does leftist political thought have a future american
liberalism is being marginalized european socialism is
exhausted and cultural radicalism has become little more
than a sideshow contributors to the left in search of a center
probe questions of how political community can be imagined
and constituted in the contemporary world together they
make it apparent that the still emerging idea of political
community is anchored in the pluralistic and cross cultural
nature of late twentieth century western societies

The Left in Search of a Center
1996

mohammad fadel s scholarship on islamic law and legal
history ranges from medieval institutions and the history of
islamic legal interpretation to urgent problems relating to the
modern reception and re assessment of islamic legal
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doctrine fadel s intellectual concerns focus primarily on the
compatibility of the islamic legal tradition with modern liberal
political arrangements but in his research and writing he also
delves into the realm of premodern islamic legal thought and
institutions his rawlsian approach leads him to a political
reading of the islamic legal tradition which he accomplishes
by teasing out jurists assumptions about politics economics
and the domestic sphere fadel s readings of islamic legal
sources suggest that islamic law remains relevant to a
society in which legitimate disagreements over law and
morality seem intractable at the same time from the rawlsian
perspective he adopts fadel reminds us that premodern
muslim jurists formulated islamic law also under conditions
of substantial controversy over matters of law and morality
as well as over questions of religion politics theology and
metaphysics the studies gathered together in this volume
adroitly illustrate fadel s interest in islamic law as a domain
of islamic political thought and as a framework that might be
deployed in today s pluralistic and secularized societies

Islamic Jurisprudence, Islamic Law,
and Modernity
2023-08-01

this groundbreaking book examines the complex
relationships between individuals and communities in the
profound transitions of the early modern period taking a
global and comparative approach to historical issues the
distinguished contributors show that individual and
community created and recreated one another in the major
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structures interactions and transitions of early modern times
offering an important contribution to our understanding both
of the early modern period and of its historiography this
volume will be an invaluable resource for scholars working in
the fields of medieval early modern and modern history and
on the renaissance and reformation

Intellectuals, Intellectuality, and the
Restructuring of Power After
Modernity and Communism Powers
of Desire
1992

through a skillful combination of economic and cultural
history this book describes the impact on moldavia and
wallachia of steam navigation on the danube the danube
route integrated the two principalities into a dense network
of european roads and waterways from the 1830s to the
1860s steamboat transport transformed time and space for
the areas that benefited from regular services river traffic
accelerated urban development along the lower danube and
contributed directly to institutional modernization in one of
europe s peripheries beyond technological advances and the
transportation of goods on a trans imperial waterway
steamboat travel revolutionized human interactions too the
book offers a fascinating insight into the social and cultural
milieu of the nineteenth century drawing on first hand
accounts of danube cruising describing the story of travelers
who interacted met and visited the places they stopped
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constantin ardeleanu creates a transnational history of travel
up and down the danube from vienna to constantinople the
pleasures and sometimes the travails of the travelers unfold
against a backdrop of technical and economic transformation
in the crucial period of modernization

Between the Middle Ages and
Modernity
2007

theology music and modernity addresses the question how
can the study of music contribute to a theological reading of
modernity it has grown out of the conviction that music has
often been ignored in narrations of modernity s theological
struggles featuring contributions from an international team
of distinguished theologians musicologists and music
theorists the volume shows how music and discourse about
music has remarkable powers to bring to light the theological
currents that have shaped modern culture it focuses on the
concept of freedom concentrating on the years 1740 1850 a
period when freedom especially religious and political
freedom became a burning matter of concern in virtually
every stratum of western society the collection is divided into
four sections each section focusing on a key phenomenon of
this period the rise of the concept of revolutionary freedom
the move of music from church to concert hall the cry for
eschatological justice in the work of black hymn writer and
church leader richard allen and the often fierce tensions
between music and language there is a particular concern to
draw on a distinctively scriptural imagination especially the
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theme of new creation in order to elicit the key issues at
stake and to suggest constructive ways forward for a
contemporary christian theological engagement with the
legacies of modernity today

Steamboat Modernity
2024-05-31

Theology, Music, and Modernity
2021-02-02
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